
The COVID-19 pandemic persists with no end yet in 
sight. Meanwhile, pessimism abounds among the 
public.
With that said, here are words of wisdom worth re-
membering at times like these.
To paraphrase sentiment voiced by psychologist and 
religious practitioner Dr. Joseph Murphy, when left 
alone, the human mind skews negative 90% of the 
time; therefore, he always expressed himself in a 
manner that embraced positive thinking.
Indeed, rumination on this mirrors my soul.

My inner-self spoke to me as I drafted this message.

I thought, “the purpose of looking ahead is not that of 
prompting anxiety. Instead, one should decide on 
what to do in the present and act immediately. It is 

Accurately predicting what will happen tomorrow is 
truly no easy task.
That reality exemplifi es this era, which brings 
ever-changing prospects for the future. The experience 
and knowledge of yesterday may prove to be useless 
in seeing things through.

The mayhem caused by the COVID-19 pandemic has 
given rise to chaos, disorder, confusion and a slew of 
other words that would describe the situation.

As a business person, I have developed somewhat of a 
sense of conviction as I take on leadership of frontline 
operations grappling with the threat of the pandemic.

As such, I urge companies to hone their strengths in 
terms of adaptability. I encourage them to seek solu-
tions for managing the unexpected and incorporating 
such strategies into their business approach. In so 
doing, companies need to sharpen their sensibilities in 
developing conviction to proactively take initiative 
when it comes to learning from, rather than enduring, 
traumatic situations that catch them off guard.
The current situation serves as a test of our managerial 
savvy.

important to stop worrying and simply do what needs 
to be done. Ninety percent of a person’s concerns will 
not come to pass if the person does everything he or 
she is able to do.”

Humankind has coexisted with viruses since ancient 
times. Research that delves into the mysteries of virus 
will most certainly reveal wisdom regarding the coexis-
tence of humanity and viruses.

I truly believe that to be the case.

Throughout this past year, we have been seeking to 
achieve human driven management.
I embrace the notion of gratitude and hope as I convey 
this message to everyone. 

Social paradigms are shifting at a speed and scale 
beyond imagination. As such, we need to awaken our 
positive, other selves, anticipate change, and address 
such transformation in a timely manner.
In that regard, the power of chemistry abounds with 
infi nite potential to solve a variety of global issues.
Given that eras of dramatic transformation invariably 
give rise to budding opportunities for growth, such 
times accordingly call for the capacity to identify such 
opportunities, the power of discovery, creativity, and 
encouragement to researchers.

This era of constant change has given rise to a busi-
ness environment that may cause one to feel as if they 
are driving a car at high speed on a rough road.
So, fasten your seatbelt as you hone your ability to 
adapt and sharpen your sensibilities. 

Gratitude, Hopes and Positive Thinking

Hone Your Ability to Adapt and Fasten Your Seatbelts!

Kimikazu Sugawara
Chairman and Representative Director

Turning Dreams into a Vision and the Vision into Reality!
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Turning Dreams into a Vision and the Vision into Reality!

Kaneka is making progress in its commitment to taking 
on difficult challenges for the sake of transforming 
society. To such ends, it is crucial that we spur people 
into action.

For instance, we are faced with apathy amid a situation 
where people recognize a need for change but fail to 
take action. This serves as a major chokepoint that 
exemplifies a lack of progress in getting people to 
switch to alternatives such that would involve, for 
instance, people substituting single-use plastics with 
biodegradable polymer, or people shifting toward use 
of solar power and away from use of electricity derived 
from fossil fuels.

We see it as our mission to help eliminate apathy and 
prove that it is possible to create a better world by 
ensuring that alternatives offer performance and afford-
ability that will entice people to switch to better options.

This has certainly been a year to remember, one during 
which alarm bells warning of planetary crises seem to 
have resonated with many.

Our business stands as the culmination of our long-
standing efforts to turn our dreams into reality.
As such, our corporate narrative is one of engaging in 
the process of bringing about social implementation of 
new technologies and business models.

Through the boundless wonder and adventure of 
chemistry, Kaneka will reduce its environmental impact 
and prove useful to people’s lives, serving as KANEKA 
The Dreamology Company—Make your dreams come 
true. This will involve our persistently acting as a Value 
Creating Company as we repeatedly undergo regenera-
tion underpinned by our behavioral guidelines as a Trial 
& Error experiment driven company, which we em-
brace with passion as a solution provider that seeks to 
resolve social challenges.

We seek birth of a new corporate narrative that 
shapes technologies and ideas for opening up oppor-

Substantial changes are afoot.
It is extraordinary to encounter destruction of the 
“humanosphere” where seven billion people reside, 
amid a scenario of torrential rains, massive floods, 
heavy snowfall and other such natural disasters, along 
with marine pollution attributable to single-use plastics.

Everyone has come to realize that we have ourselves to 
blame for the destruction of our natural environment. 
The situation calls into the question the notion of 
whether or not the Earth as we know it will make it to 
the 22nd century.

In 2022, we took a major step forward with respect to 
KANEKA Biodegradable Polymer Green Planet™ 
(chemical name: PHBH).

Only a dream some 30 years ago, Green Planet™ has 
been referred to as a miraculous polymer.
We subsequently ventured beyond the dream phase 
through progress in developing innovative culturing tech-
nology, which gave rise to a clear vision for the poly-
mer’s commercialization. Further, dramatic advances in 
compounding and molding technologies turned that 
vision into a reality in terms of its social implementation.

tunities over three decades, five decades and a centu-
ry going forward.

I will now revisit the notion of adaptability.

Adaptability is a key component of systems exhibiting 
antifragility rather than resiliency with respect to pan-
demics, and of management systems that actually 
become stronger when encountering chaos and crisis.

It is not possible to cross over to the other side of the 
shore simply by gazing in that direction. Nothing will be 
accomplished if one holds to their initial concerns 
regarding the outcome.

The notion of ensuring adaptability is a matter of Kane-
ka’s existence as a going concern. As such, the prem-
ise of adaptability derives from our scientific mindset.

Turning Dreams into a Vision and the Vision into Reality!

The Boundless Wonder and Adventure of Chemistry

We seek to ensure a healthy existence of our planet 
(The Earth), its life, residents and communities by 
developing technologies derived from chemistry’s 
power of transformation and its capacity to produce 
change. We also seek to support living beings and 
cultivate in children a vigorous zest for life.

As KANEKA The Dreamology Company—Make your 
dreams come true, Kaneka delivers solutions to society 
in a manner that involves bringing together curiosi-
ty-driven individuals, honing their skills in chemistry, 
and driving a vehicle for providing value.

(Kaneka’s Scientific Mindset)
  We value the amazing, the mysterious, the baffling; 

straightforward emotion and a passionate mindset full 
of curiosity. Let’s create works that express ourselves.

  We confront reality and value a mindset free of 
information bias and preconceived notions.

  In embracing a multifaceted view and seeking under-
standing of matters in their entirety, we value a 
zoom-out approach of considering matters from a 
distance in conjunction with a zoom-in approach of 
exploring the essence of basic components of the 
whole picture minutely divided into parts.

The Value of Kaneka’s Scientific Mindset

Encountering the unexpected is not necessarily a 
negative.
Having wonderful chance encounters, the sensibility 
not to overlook opportunities for discovery that could 
potentially emerge due to unanticipated outcomes, and 
then, the good fortune to identify value from findings 
that differ from results initially sought.
In this respect, serendipity derives from the sensibility to 
seize on good fortune in the wake of such happenstance.

Value provided by Kaneka stems from it serving as a 
Trial & Error experiment driven company.
This is because serendipity stems from experiment.
As such, we realize that research entails setting the 
stage for happenstance.

Advances achieved in Kaneka’s domain of scientific 
research (chemistry) would not be possible (to give a 
strange analogy) in the absence of a mindset condu-
cive to setting the stage for happenstance.

This year, we have opted to devote substantial 
investment to research of KANEKA Biodegradable 
Polymer Green Planet™, vaccines for COVID-19, and 
anti-viral drugs.
All of the research findings now underpinning Kaneka 
can be attributed to our bringing the mindset of seek-
ing happenstance into our arena.
This is testament to the adaptability of our researchers. 
I’m proud of that.

Research Entails Setting the Stage for Happenstance
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Measures to Drive Widespread Implementation
1. Environment, Social, and Governance (ESG)
We have recently established a task force to serve as 
the Engine of Sustainability Management.
The task force engages in oversight of relevant organi-
zational units throughout the company.
It also serves as a new command center for manage-
ment of our initiatives involving ESG and the Sustain-
able Development Goals (SDGs).
Through our ESG initiatives, we will implement “Well-
ness First” health management to support a society 
that nurtures life, while preserving the global environ-
ment and contributing to the recovery of our humanity.
We aspire for our ESG initiatives to shine a light in all 
corners.

2. Diversity
We offer Female Challenge Dialogue workshops as 
part of our diversity program.
Over a period of four months, the workshops gave rise 
to fresh and passionate dialogue along with an exten-
sive range of positive opportunities for the female 
participants to play active roles in the company.
We have been taking steps to diversify our workforce 
by calling for recruitment of women to fill career pro-
fessional and executive positions, backed by our aims 
of applying a variety of values to our business and 
giving rise to solutions that are beneficial to society.
We seek to empower women by launching teams of 
specialists and promoting initiatives that emphasize 
diversity with respect to human resources.

3. Strengthening Asian Strategy
We have completed our initial round of assigning elite 
professionals in market development to our Kaneka 
Asia regional headquarters in Shanghai. We are pro-
ceeding with plans for further expansion in this regard.

4. Digital Transformation (DX) and Carbon Neutrality
Our core domain with respect to DX and carbon neu-
trality is that of serving next-generation manufacturers 
in areas that include applying digital technologies (DX 
and AI), setting up automated plants, and achieving 
zero emissions. The DX Strategic Unit and the Carbon 
Neutral Technology Committee are spearheading 
efforts that involve promoting technological develop-
ment projects envisioning the big picture in terms of 
the strategic outlook for achieving carbon neutrality by 
2050. We will forge ahead in setting a scope of specific 
objectives for making our ideas a reality.

5. Alliances and M&As
We have newly established the Global Open Innovation 
Planning Department.
The department will upgrade our workforce with top-
notch professionals across the entire company, and will 
engage in swift and substantive co-creation in conjunc-
tion with intellectual power from outside the company.
We will accordingly work in coordination with profes-
sionals from outside the company in seeking greater 
universal value with respect to our technologies and 
business model.

1. Top Priority on Employee and Family Health
We continue to operate in a manner that places top 
priority on the health of our 10,000 employees and 
their family members amid a prevalence of COVID-19 
infections.
It has been necessary for us to frequently set up 
measures in view of circumstances in various countries 
that are affecting our global operations.

We have been fulfilling our responsibility to supply 
products globally as an essential business and manu-
facturer, while seeking to strike a balance between 
engaging in our business activities and thoroughly 
implementing infection control measures such as 
vaccinations administered in the workplace.
I would like to express my gratitude to all of our em-
ployees for the sacrifices they have made in making 
this possible.

We have embarked on expedited development and 
sales of products that directly contribute to the fight 
against the COVID-19 pandemic, including pharmaceu-
ticals, vaccines and PCR test kits.
The company’s capacity to act instantaneously is no 
trivial matter. It’s truly impressive.

Reflecting on a Year of Turning Pain into Gain

It is not possible to build a pyramid without first laying a foundation.
As such, I will now touch on our Three Focal Points and Five Initiatives, which serve as the foundation of our strategy.

Driving Efforts to Promote Our “3 + 5” Strategic Platform

SX

Three Focal Points

Recovering  
our humanity that  

nurtures life

Accelerate  
transformation  

and growth

Diverse personnel, Business areas, 
Global and local, Technology

Evolve  
“manufacturing”

M&A Diversity

Five Initiatives
1. Strengthening Asian Strategy

2. DX Strategic Unit

3. Carbon Neutral Technology Committee

4. Investment Planning Committee

5. Diversity Committee

Turning Dreams into a Vision and the Vision into Reality!Top Message

2.  Decisions on Substantial Capital Invest-
ment for Turning Dreams into Reality

(1) Kamuy Project: Construction of new medical device plant
• Capital investment: 10 billion yen
• Start of operations (scheduled): May 2024

  The new plant will serve as a highly productive 
“smart factory” that fully enlists AI and DX technolo-
gies, and will be capable of unmanned field opera-
tions.

  The plant will manufacture the medical device 
Liposorber™, which selectively removes LDL choles-
terol from the bloodstream, along with the new 
product Rheocarna™, which applies that technology 
and has been attracting attention as a new method 
for treating severe arteriosclerosis obliterans (ASO).

  We aim to strengthen the supply chain and dramati-
cally expand this business with the establishment of 
this plant, against a backdrop where demand is 
expected to soar in markets with large numbers of 
latent patients such as the U.S. and China.

  The Tomakomai Tohbu Industrial Area site of the new 
plant is situated at a key distribution location with 
convenient access by land, sea, and air.

  On the newly acquired commercial land, we will 
install Kaneka’s photovoltaics and will actively use 
the site as a location for operations other than those 
involving the medical business.
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(3) “I” am, and “We” are the Stars!
The global pandemic triggered by Covid-19 has 
changed the way society operates, changing the 
“norms” possibly forever. We are possibly facing the 
dawn of a new age that nobody has ever experienced.  
We are stepping into an untraveled New Frontier. 
It is time to write the dramatic script for this narrative with 
“I” and “We” as its stars. Stage this ongoing narrative.

(4) Make the World Healthy
KANEKA The Dreamology Company—Make your 
dreams come true. It is Kaneka's Purpose to continue 
to create value as a Dreamology Company.

(5) Progress the aspirations
Zoom in and zoom out, and then specify the date and 
scale to the aspiration.
Envision the prospects that enable speed and dynamism.

(6) From HOPE to PLAN
Clarify what we should do through backcasting the 
long term business goals. 
Clarify the measures of the projects based on SMART 
(Specifi c, Measurable, Actionable, Realistic, Time-
based) actions.
By this, what was just a “HOPE”, becomes a “PLAN”.

Considerations in the Mid-Term Management Plan

The insightful sentiment below was voiced by coura-
geous individuals during times of considerable anxiety.

Picasso
 “I am always doing that which I cannot do, in order 
that I may learn how to do it.”
 “He can who thinks he can, and he can't who thinks 
he can't. This is an inexorable, indisputable law.”

Yoko Ono
 “A dream you dream alone is only a dream. A dream 
you dream together is reality.”

(1) Let’s reset you
In order to have a good life and do good work, you 
need a good plan.
Reset the smiles and dreams, and break the limits.
We are living in age of the Great Reset after all.

(2)  The story of “OODA” to complete the 
unfi nished 31st Mid-term Plan

For the 32nd Mid-term plan, we need to switch off the 
habitualized mindset of the PDCA cycle, and turn on 
the mindset of strategic “OODA” cycle that puts you 
ahead of the curve. The requirements of the OODA 
approach is simple. Put it in practice and keep it in 
practice, and realize you are in “battle mode”. 

(2)  Moonshot Project: Large-scale capacity expansion 
of KANEKA Biodegradable Polymer Green Planet™
• Capital investment: 15 billion yen
• Production capacity: 15,000 tons/year
• Start of operations (scheduled): January 2024
• Location: Kaneka Takasago Manufacturing Site

 Green Planet™ is drawing attention as a miraculous 
polymer that has resulted in us turning dreams into a 
vision and the vision into reality.
 Merely a dream of researchers three decades ago, 
Green Planet™ embodies our corporate narrative of 
unwaveringly taking on challenges with respect to the 
Boundless Wonder and Adventure of Chemistry by 
persisting with research enlisting many colleagues.
 We have made signifi cant progress in achieving 
social implementation through development of 
innovative technologies that have made the impossi-
ble possible. We have truly witnessed a historic 
moment where our dreams became reality.

 Green Planet™ (chemical name: PHBH) is a biomass 
polymer produced by microorganism biosynthesis 
using plant oils. It is the ultimate single-use plastic 
alternative material in that it biodegrades into CO2

and water, so doesn't pollute environment.
 Moreover, there is no other company like Kaneka in 
the world when it comes to our ability to achieve 
commercial production of wide-ranging core technol-
ogies linking fermentation and cultivation to polymer 
production.
 We estimate that Green Planet™ could replace 
roughly 25 million tons of traditional single-use 
plastic per year, worldwide.
 Green Planet™ is already being used for applications 
such as straws, cutlery, coffee capsules, and bags. 
These applications alone amount to over 5 million 
tons of single-use plastic per year.
 Perhaps it seems clear why we named this initiative 
the Moonshot Project.

Our ability to achieve transformation and generate 
value hinges on ensuring that each and every employ-
ee maintains mental and physical health.
We now fi nd ourselves at a critical juncture in history. 
As such, we must break free from habitual patterns of 
thought to which we have become accustomed and 
embrace challenges of taking on new endeavors that 
clear the way to uncharted new frontiers. To such 
ends, we will engage in organizational management 

that generates powerful momentum. This will involve 
equipping each and every employee of sound mind and 
body with the Confi dence to defi nitely win, rigorously 
strengthening winning Game Plans and Physical ele-
ments in the form of organizational capabilities, and 
extending One Team Captaincy linking the whole and 
the individual.
Accordingly, we will boldly implement on-off self-devel-
opment programs and personnel system reforms.

Kaneka: A Human Driven Company

Change in external 
information and 
circumstances Implicit guidance and control

Feedback

Observe Decide ActOrient

HOPE

SMART

A

B

a

a

b

c
b

c

Scale

Envision

Existing 
base cargo

Project

Now

Goal

Time

Fill 
the GAP

PLAN
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Purpose
To be the Dreamology 
Company that makes 
dreams come true 
through chemistry

Economic Body
that pursues 

economic gain

Make 
the World 
Healthy

Community
that works 
together 
as one

Living Organism
that fi ghts for 

survival
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“Wellness First” Health Management to
Achieve Sustainability (ESG Management)
1. KANEKA The Dreamology Company
– Make your dreams come true –
Through chemistry, Kaneka will be a company that 
reduces environmental impact and proves useful to 
people’s lives.

2. Solution provider
Based on the Triple Package as Management System 
Transformation, we will follow the path of a solution 
provider.

3. Trial & Error experiment driven company
With being a passionate “Trial & Error experiment 
driven company” that conducts a large number of trials 
but preserves only good ones as our behavioral guide-
line, we aim to be a “Value Creating Company” that 
transforms its businesses into a new portfolio while 
undergoing repeated regeneration.

1. We will reorganize our ESG-related organization, 
which will involve establishing the Engine of Sustain-
ability Management on April 1, 2022. It will be tasked 
with overseeing and enhancing ESG management.

2. The Engine of Sustainability Management is to con-
sist of the General Affairs (Stakeholders Relations) 
Department, Investor & Public Relations Department, 

1.  Speed up the implementation of new 
businesses into society

We will apply a “selection and concentration” ap-
proach to themes with scale and improve the produc-
tivity of R&B.

2. Business reforms and digital transformation
We are introducing a new personnel system matched 
to the times and striving to create a work culture 
focused on recovering human value in ways not possi-
ble with AI (Renaissance – Recovering Our Humanity). 
Through these efforts, we will create a highly produc-
tive organization and employees, where every individu-
al generates value. (We will use digital transformation 
in work reforms, automated plants, etc.)

3. Kaneka 1-on-1
We will implement Kaneka 1-on-1 as a program to 
achieve both the growth of work and people, as targeted.

4. Open innovation
We will proactively carry out alliances and M&As, 
thereby accelerating the transformation of our business 
portfolio and accelerating discontinuous growth.

Selection and Concentration
1. Domain
We will accelerate portfolio transformation with the 
three crises (“Environment and Energy,” “Food,” and 
“Wellness”) as our business domains.

2. R&B (Research & Business)
We will push ahead with the development of innova-
tive materials (breakthrough technology) and proactive-
ly invest management resources in research and 
development activities, which is an investment in the 
future.

3. Strengthen foundation businesses

ESG Integrated Report Bureau, Compliance Committee, 
Safety Committee, DX & Carbon Neutral Committee, 
Work Culture Committee, and Diversity Committee, all 
serving as implementation organizational entities.
The Engine of Sustainability Management is to provide 
oversight of activities carried out by the implementation 
organizational entities from a managerial perspective.

Purpose of Management Policy 

Sustainable Selection 
and Concentration

Establishment of the Engine of Sustainability Management 

Enhancing ESG 
Management

Strengthen the Management Platform 

DX and Kaneka 
1-on-1

SX

Advancing a Renaissance
(Recovering Our Humanity)

Sustainability+DX (SX)

Renaissance
(Recovering 

Our Humanity)

Sustainability＋ＤＸ

“Wellness First”
health management
for a healthier world

Selection and
Concentration from

“Whole Knowledge”

Sustainability of society Sustainability of companies

(7) The Mid-term plan is “Vehicle of words”.
It is not as if there is nothing we can do. Turn a vision 
into words that both you and your peers can compre-
hend. Words have power.
Communicate with your peers and sing with passion.

(8) Find “The one screw”.
The leader who is able to think positive, is a true leader. 
“One screw” changes everything. Positive thinking 
knows where that screw is. Find the one screw.

(9) Jump across rivers
Regeneration is a requirement (dispose, quit, replace) .
Jump across the river. 
Just sitting back and watching the fl owers on the other 
side means nothing.

(10) Baby steps changes work.
Focus on delays.
The best solution to this problem is to fi nd a "bite-
sized", or subdivided method that is easy to handle.
Why not repeat small steps instead of blaming yourself?
It can be done with very little effort and energy and will 
become a habit over time.
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Confidence to  
definitely win

❶

❷ Strategy to rigorously  
strengthen winning 
Game Plans and 
Physical elements

❸ One Team Captaincy
linking the whole 
and the individual Determine the path

to the destination
Actions to row

the boat

Confidence
(To win the Game)

One Team
Captaincy

Strategy Physicals

Strong
Momentum
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